For members

Your Voice Matters

Casting a ballot in AMA's election is one of the many ways that AMA gives you a voice. Your ideas matter and by voting in an election, AMA Adult, Senior, Extra Family, and Life Members have the opportunity to impact the direction of the organization. Take advantage of this important membership benefit by participating in this year's election. Your ballot has been mailed to you and must be postmarked by November 9, 2017.

New products

21-Cell Ammo Box Divider

Safely storing LiPo batteries can be challenging, especially when you have several packs. Read more to learn how this product can simplify the process!

Technical

Hover Training

As the saying goes, some of the most rewarding activities are often the most challenging, and learning to fly RC helicopters often fits into that category. Read more to learn how to hover with greater efficiency and fewer mistakes!

Construction

AH-56 Cheyenne

In the late 1960s, the U.S. Army contracted with Lockheed for the construction of a revolutionary attack helicopter. Read more to learn how to build a model of this unprecedented aircraft!

Our community

An Interview with Shaun "Nytfury" Taylor

Since winning the inaugural MultiGP Championship in December 2015, AMA member Shaun "Nytfury" Taylor has gone from being a new, unknown racer to one of the top pilots in the growing world of FPV racing. Read more to learn about Shaun!